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Abstract

This paper presents a new system for water flow detec-
tion on real life recordings, and its application to medical
context. The recognition system is based on an original
feature for sound event detection in real life. This feature,
called ”spectral cover” shows an interesting behaviour to
recognize water flow in a noisy environment. An experi-
ment is realized with more than 7 hours of videos recorded
by a wearable device. The system based on thresholds ob-
tains good results for the water flow event recognition (F-
measure of 66%). A comparison with classical approaches
using MFCC or low levels descriptors and GMM classi-
fiers is done to attest the good performance of our system.
Adding the spectral cover to low levels descriptors also im-
prove their performance and confirms the interest to this
feature.

1. Introduction

Despite significant progress in audio information re-
trieval this last decades, identifying environmental sound
events in everyday life is still a challenging task. Indeed,
the amount of information holding in an acoustic scene can
be very important. For example, sound of cooking utensils
may lead to infer someone’s cooking activity; vehicle pass-
ing sound may lead to infer a nearby road. That’s why au-
dio can be sometimes more accurate than video to recognize
some events: as a gunshot in a crowd or the use of tap water.
Thus, applications of Audio Event Detection (AED) are nu-
merous, for instance humanoid robots audition [21], sport
(ball hit detection [27]), surveillance systems [4], more re-
cently life-logging [1] and activity detection for older adults
[24].

Even if the feasibility of the AED in real life is increas-
ing, most of audio segmentation and classification methods
are used on clean corpus like extracts of radio recordings
[7], films, or studio produced music tunes [5]. In this case,

the use of signature [20] can be an efficient solution to de-
tect audio events. Nevertheless, a lot of acoustic features
and retrieval methods which can be efficient in this particu-
lar context become obsolete in the everyday noisy life, due
to the amount of learning data which would have been nec-
essary to describe all acoustic cases [16].

A typical difficulty of identifying predetermined audio
events in everyday life recordings comes from the possible
overlapping of many different sound events. Indeed, this
task can be seen as computational auditory scene analy-
sis, where lots of different environmental sounds produce
a mixture which must be analysed to obtain an auditory de-
scription of the environment for the listener [25].

The unknown presence of speech and various noises
make this task very hard, even sometimes by human. For
example, noises from indoor could comes from doors, elec-
tric devices or air-conditioning. Those from outdoor could
be cars, planes, birds or rain (see [22] for a study in detail).

Another problem comes from the acoustic variability of
sounds which could be labelled as the same audio event.
Indeed, lot of objects which produce the same sound at a
semantic level can produce very different acoustic sounds
depending on their type or their material. For instance, if we
focused on home environmental sounds, a door bell could
differ a lot among different houses. The presence of differ-
ent type of reverberation in houses may increase this diffi-
culty.

Last but not least, the variability of the recording condi-
tions like the choice of the microphone and it position in the
space can deeply modify the acoustic mixture [23]. Hence
we can say that acoustic event detection in real life is a non-
deterministic problem.

We present in this paper a robust audio water flow recog-
nition system, from a wearable device recording, for activ-
ities indexing. This paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents the AED systems and gives a review of previ-
ous works in water flow detection. Section 3 explains the
IMMED project and the aim to build a water flow recogni-
tion system. We propose our water flow recognition system
in section 4. Section 5 describes experiments and compari-



son with a classical recognition system.

2 Previous works

The AED task purpose is to detect and recognize a closed
set of pre-defined acoustic events in audio data. The most
classical systems compute acoustic features to train some
classifiers. The features can be extracted from the temporal
domain (energy, zero-crossing rate, etc.) or from the spec-
tral domain (spectral centroı̈d, spectral flux, spectral roll-
off, etc). Some Low-Level Descriptors (LLD) have been
standardized in the MPEG-7 norm. A large set of features
have been described in [18].

If the Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) are
a very often used set of features in all types of audio recog-
nition tasks and particularly speech [8], their efficiency for
noisy sound recognition is discussed in several works in
comparison to LLD [19, 12]. Even if the potential space
of extracted features is theoretically huge [17], most of the
research works on acoustic events are not focused on spe-
cific features.

If different works have been done in environmental
sound event detection [1, 16], classification of environmen-
tal sound events for instance in a kitchen [13], or context
recognition [3], only few studies deal specifically with wa-
ter flow detection. These works are motivated by daily
living activities recognition, underlying the hypothesis that
several home human activities can be retrieved with water
use analysis.

Some studies use sensors on the water pipes to provide
an activity detection system. In [6], four microphones are
installed in the basement, on hot water, cold water and
drain pipes. This low cost system allows the recognition
of eight daily living activities, with using the zero crossing
rate (ZCR) and root mean square of the recording samples.
In [9], Ibarz use a sensor attached to a water tap. The system
detects if water is flowing in the pipe, but also quantifying
the flow that allows to compute the amount of water used.
The decision system is trained with Fast Fourrier Transform
(FFT) coefficients and MFCC. The classification is perform
by a k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) system.

Two other studies use recordings from microphones to
detect the Activities of Daily Living (ADL). Chen proposes
in [2] to detect and recognize different bathroom activities
with a single microphone close to the washing basin. The
aim of this project is to monitor the bathroom ADL and in-
crease understanding of personal hygiene behavioural prob-
lems of dementia patients. The system uses a classical ap-
proach: MFCC and Hidden Markov Models (HMM).

In [24], the purpose is water flow detection in a hand-
washing task with a fixed camera placed above the sink.
Taati make use of audio and video features to detect the
water flow. This system aims to be used within a system

that provides reminding prompts for Alzheimer’s sufferers.
Taati compute a signal to noise ratio, the ZCR, the spec-
tral centroı̈d, the spectral roll-off at 85%, the spectral flux
and MFCC. Different classifiers have been tested with quite
closed results.

3. Activities of daily living with a wearable de-
vice

We are working on the IMMED project [15], which pro-
poses to help the doctors in their diagnosis with a video
monitoring system. Indeed, with a longer lifetime ex-
pectancy, there is nowadays a real challenge in helping the
elderly population to keep their autonomy as long as pos-
sible. The IMMED project follows the “aging in place”
approach wich reduce the healthcare costs and allows the
elders to be independent and socially connected. This ap-
proach is limited by the autonomy of the patients and their
ability to relize the activities of daily living. The project
uses a video acquisition wearable device that the voluntary
patient wears at home while he executes ADL. With provid-
ing videos of the people in age of dementia in their activities
of daily living, the goal of the project is to assist the doctors
to measure autonomy decline as part of the diagnosis pro-
cess. The videos are added to the traditional survey based
on interview of the patient and the relatives which take part
in the doctor diagnosis.

As the doctors will not watch hours of videos, an auto-
matic system of activities indexing is developed to amelio-
rate the navigation inside the videos. One of the project’s
purpose is to create an automatic indexing system to seg-
ment the video in ADL. By this way, the doctors could di-
rectly watch specific activities to evaluate the patient au-
tonomy. Thus, an original interface permits to access the
videos.

The final decision system uses video and audio cues like
water flow events in a hierarchical HMM to take a decision
about activities of the patients [11]. Focusing on the audio
part, we noticed that water flow recognition can help to in-
dex several human activities like cooking, or do the dishes.
Moreover water sounds are more universal that sounds com-
ing from other activities like make coffee which depend
strongly of the houses and the object implies in.

In comparison to the other water flow detection studies
(describes in section 2), the aim of the IMMED project is
to observe the patient in his personal home with the less
intrusive approach as possible. In this condition the use of
sensors, placed on the basement of a house or on water taps,
is inconceivable. The other studies which deal with water
flow measurement use microphone in a fixed place. Con-
sequently the machine learning methods can be efficient
thanks to a certain homogeneity of the training data. By
contrast, our wearable device implies an important variabil-



ity of sounds due to different recording places and various
activities executed by the device holder. First, each record-
ing corresponds to a different home. Secondly, the device
holder could be indoor, outdoor, and move from one room to
another. Furthermore, the device holder can execute differ-
ent activities, which imply so many different sounds. Hence
these heterogeneous data makes very difficult the creation
of a robust system. As the training data should be insuffi-
cient, we decide to focus on robust features.

4 Water flow detection

4.1 Classical features

A water flow sound usually presents a very noisy spec-
trum, which can be compared to a high colored noise. The
main difficulty of our corpus is that water noises are over-
lapped with other noises and with speech. We can see on
figure 1, an extract of 5 minutes composed by a long wa-
ter flow event: a speech part overlaps the end of the water
flow event and its amplitude is very high in comparison to
the other parts. Lot of noises are present during all of the
excerpt, mainly noises from the kitchen activities.

We have tested different low level descriptors on this ex-
cerpt: temporal features (energy, energy per band and ZCR)
and spectral features (centroı̈d, spread, skewness, kurtosis,
roll-off, flux, variation coefficient, and flatness).

According to the literature, variation coefficient is a good
noise indicator [26], as well as spectral flatness [10].

All these features are computed on a 80 ms hamming
window, and a smoothing is applied with a 4 s median fil-
ter. Figure 1 shows the most representative results: the zero
crossing rate, the spectral centroı̈d and the spectral flatness:
the curves of the ZCR and the spectral centroı̈d are impacted
by the presence of the low frequencies of speech. The spec-
tral flatness has a more interesting behaviour, but it is quite
sensible to lots of other noises and silence.

4.2 Spectral cover

We introduce a new feature that we call spectral cover
because it reacts to large spectral band sounds like high col-
ored noises, even in presence of speech.

The spectral cover is given by:

SP =

∑
i

(ampl(wi) ∗ wi)2

[
∑
i

ampl(wi)]
γ

, 1 ≤ γ ≤ 2 (1)

where wi represent the frequencies and ampl(wi) their am-
plitudes, from the Fourrier transform .

Figure 1. Acoustic features comparison on a
water flow event

If we compare the spectral cover with the well-known
spectral centroı̈d given by:

µ =

∑
i

ampl(wi) ∗ wi∑
i

ampl(wi)
(2)

An important difference is the introduction of a power in
the numerator: it may boost the high frequencies, in com-



parison of the spectral centroı̈d or the spectral spread. An
other difference, the power γ, makes our feature sensitive
to the absolute signal level, unlike spectral centroı̈d. The γ
parameter allow to tune the sensibility of the feature to the
signal level.

We can see on figure 1 that the spectral cover stays al-
most constant during the water flow event even in the pres-
ence of voice. It becomes lower outside the water flow
sound event, that’s why on this extract we can separate eas-
ily the water flow event with a simple threshold.

Figure 2. Threshold on the spectral cover

4.3 The water flow recognition system

Some experiments show the spectral cover is sensible to
other audio events like the noise of a vacuum cleaner), so
the system we propose operates in two steps. After com-
puting the spectral cover on the signal, a first segmentation
is performed to extract a family of sound events, the can-
didate sounds. We identify water flow events among this
family in a second step. The system ends with a classical
post-processing step. More precisely:

• We first compute a short-time Fourrier transform with
a hamming window of 1024 samples (80 miliseconds)
and an overlap of 50%. Then the spectral cover is com-
puted on each frame. The minimum of the spectral
cover values is extracted on a 2s window; this win-
dow is considered as a candidate sound if the value
exceeds a threshold T1 . With concatenating the juxta-
posed values, we obtain a first selection, each segment
is considered as a candidate sound or not.

• In the second step, we consider each candidate seg-
ment. If 85% of the frames included in the candidate
segment, have a spectral cover value superior to a sec-
ond threshold T2, the segment is rejected as water flow;
if not, it is accepted. The rejected segment correspond
to sounds event like vacuum cleaner sounds which im-
plies high levels of spectral cover.

Figure 3. System diagram

• The post-processing step consists in removing all
sound events smaller than 3 seconds.

5 Experiments

5.1 Corpus description

Our corpus is provided by the IMMED project: 20
videos of patients making activities of daily living in their
own personal residence, recording with a camera (HD Go-
Pro Fisheye) fixed on their shoulder. The videos are made
in the presence of a psychologist who specifies a scenario
of activities to realize. The records are from twenty min-
utes to two hours of duration. After extracting the audio
part from the video, the audio sample rate is 12kHz . The
listening reveals lots of environment noises, like opening
and closing of doors, footsteps, kitchen utensils, and rub-
bing on the recording device. Some particular sounds like
water flow or ring phone give obvious clues on the patient
activity. Nevertheless, as the patient and the psychologist
are in constant discussion, and due to the position of the
microphone, speech is very present and can be loud in com-
parison to others sounds.

We annotated manually the videos in water flow events.
We consider as water flow event each sound part containing
at least one of the two sound events: the ”fissing” sound cre-
ated by the faucet, and the ”splash” sound created by water
impacts and bubbles. There is about 7 hours 30 minutes of
videos with 85 water flow events for a total duration of 25
minutes.

5.2 Results

We fixed ours threshold values with one of the 20 videos.
During its 39 minutes duration , 13 water flow events are
present for a total duration of 3 minutes. The values are :
T1 = 30000, T2 = 80000, and γ = 1.5



The results are evaluated by 4 classical metrics used in
the french campaign ESTER2 [7]: Error-rate, Precision,
Recall, and F-measure. The results of our system are pre-
sented in the table 1. Our system obtain 66% of F-measure.
Among the missed events, some of them are not clearly au-
dible or too short. The other missed events are only com-
posed by little splash of water without a clearly audible
fissing water flow sound. This kind of sound is never rec-
ognized by the system. To precise the nature of the false
alarms, we analyse the system output on half of our corpus
(4 hours of video): 22 false alarms are revealed and they
are mainly due to the presence of speech and noise. Among
them, we note speech overlaps (7 errors, 6 in the same file),
manipulation noises like plastic bag or cookery (6 errors),
television (3 errors), laughers (4 errors), manipulation of the
camera (2 errors).

5.3 Comparison with MFFC & LLD in a
GMM

We propose a comparative experiment between our sys-
tem and a classical approach. This approach is based on a
GMM classifier, and three different sets of features have
been tested: MFCC, Low Level Descriptors (LLD), and
LLD with our spectral cover (LLD+SC). MFCC and LLD
are computed with the Yaafe audio extractor [14]. MFCC
are composed of 24 coefficients from bands representing
spectrum between 20Hz and 6kHz. To obtain perform-
ing LLD, a lot of feature combinations have been tested.
Among them, the best results are obtained with energy,
spectral flatness per band (per log-spaced band of 1/4 oc-
tave) and spectral shape statistics (including centroı̈d, skew-
ness, and kurtosis). Several numbers of gaussians have been
tested, and finally we have kept 4 Gaussians. As in our sys-
tem, we have removed sound events smaller than three sec-
onds. The standard leave-one-out testing protocol was used:
one video is discarded from the database to train the GMM
classifier with the 19 remaining videos. The excluded video
is used as the test data.

Results are presented in the table 1. The results obtain
with the GMM approach are not so good. We noticed that
precision and recall are very unbalanced. That’s could be
the results of a specific learning data: the number of frames
in the two classes non-water and water are quite unbalanced.
Moreover, the water flow data are very heterogeneous, two
much for a GMM of 4 components. As one could have
predict, LLD gives better results than MFCC, and confirm
some previous studies [19]. Adding spectral cover to LLD
improves the performance; our spectral cover appears com-
plementary to the chosen LLD. In comparison to these clas-
sical approaches, our system presents better performance.
Moreover the computational cost of our system is insignifi-
cant compared with those of a GMM approach.

Table 1. Comparative results
System GMM

MFCC LLD LLD+SC
Error rate 0.04 0.09 0.08 0.07
Precision 0.54 0.35 0.39 0.44
Recall 0.83 0.87 0.91 0.88
F-measure 0.66 0.45 0.50 0.53

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the problem of acoustic wa-
ter flow detection in a specific and adverse environment:
the audio signal is recorded by a wearable device inside
personal home. Due to heterogeneous data and noisy en-
vironment, it was necessary to specify a new feature, called
”Spectral Cover”. A system based on robust thresholds was
build to detect these water flow events. This system was
assessed on IMMED corpus: more than 7 hours of real life
records. The results (66% of F-measure and an error rate of
5%) are very satisfying regards to task difficulty.

Moreover, our system was compared to classical state-
of-the-art audio recognition systems (GMM with a leave-
one-out protocol). In conclusion, adding the spectral cover
to classical low level descriptors in a GMM allows to in-
crease the performance, but this system isn’t better than our
initial proposition. This confirm the interest and pertinence
of choosing this feature to detect water flow sounds.

Furthermore, we have noticed that the spectral cover is
also suitable to detect other sound events. Indeed, among
the candidate segments, we have detected cell phone rings
and vacuum cleaner use and this allows us to imagine future
applications.
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